Press Release

5th Batch of PhD program inaugurated at ICFAI UNIVERSITY , JHARKHAND

Ranchi, June 13, 2016.

Today, fifth batch of PhD program in Management (Part Time) was inaugurated at the ICFAI University, Jharkhand.

Welcoming the PhD Scholars , Prof. ORS Rao, Vice-Chancellor of the University, said "Our PhD program has acquired reputation, as one of the best programs in India and hence is attracting scholars from locations across the Country, which includes not only Metros like Bangalore, Mumbai, Delhi, Hyderabad and Kolkata but also North East States like Manipur and Sikkim. " "The program enables experienced working professionals to pursue PhD on contemporary topics, without leaving their jobs. Three students were already awarded PhD during 2015-16", added Prof Rao.

Addressing the scholars, Dr AA Khan, member, Board of Governors of the University advised them to inculcate keen observation and scientific bent of mind to analyse the things. Dr B Prasad, Member Board of Management of the University complimented the University for its efforts in facilitating quality research.

Addressing the scholars, Dr Hari Haran, Academic Advisor, ICFAI University said that PhD program will help in development of individuals in systematic thinking.

Outlining of the profile of the PhD scholars of the 5th batch, Dr BM Singh, Dean, Faculty of Management Studies & Registrar mentioned that 20% of the scholars are from Academics and balance from industry and they came from reputed organisations like IBM, Cap Gemini, British Telecom, TCS, SAIL, Dr Reddy's Labs, ICICI Bank, RBI, SBM, DRDO, IIM (Ahmedabad), IBS, XIPT etc.

Prof AS Prasad, Dr SC Swain (Co-ordinator for the PhD Programme), Prof Madan Prasad, Prof Arvind Kumar other faculty members, University officials and other invitees participated in the function.

About the ICFAI University Jharkhand: The ICFAI University, Jharkhand (IUJ) belongs to the ICFAI University Group (IUG), which pioneered Professional Education in India. The University is committed to Grooming its students into Competent Professionals, with Good Personal Values and Ethics. The University offers a range of vocation oriented Under Graduate and Post Graduate programmes, which include, MBA, M Com, B Tech, BBA & BCA, Diploma in Technology(Polytechnic) and B.Com (Honours). Besides, it offers part-time PhD program in Management for working professionals. More details on the University can be found, by visiting its website at www.iujharkhand.edu.in or its Face Book page at www.facebook.com/icfaijharkhand.